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yesterday to introduce the Jordan Brand to create the latest shoes Jordan Rising High "All Black", has been widely focused, and
today the network again exposed one pair of new color, white tone with emerald green and blue form an integral color, in the summer
is approaching, we urgently need one pair of shoes with us this expedition court, the shoes are currently no available information
exposed, their interested friends may wish to continue to focus our follow-up reports friends.
Air Jordan 6 Retro "Sport Blue" clear tushang 2014-05-06 22:43:43
The Air Jordan 6 Retro "Sport Blue" has been officially confirmed on August 30 this year will be engraved back, shoes with white
shoe as the mainstay, supplemented by black tongue, and partly by brisk details deep blue accents. Recently, the network also
advance out of the clear shoes real shot, you may wish to enjoy yourself in advance.
Air Jordan 1 + 8 "Playoffs" Spy Shots 2013-12-08 22:48:57
Today, we bring this pair's impressive Air Jordan 1, different from the past design concept for you, let this pair Air Jordan 1 exists
only its shape, color and a variety of decorative elements all from the Air Jordan 8 "Playoffs" Let the classic shoe with a classic color
for the perfect grafting, get a very good effect. 
As Jordan Brand introduced popular models of training shoes Flight Flex Trainer, has once again released a new color, the designer
blue rendering overall, with red and tender green detail rendering, the last untamed outsole presents , shoes full of strong overall
sporty, people watching have an want to wear it to exercise some impulse. It is reported that the sale of shoes has landed some
stores, and has been selling it to individual purchasing price of $ 100, interested friends might concern you.
Nike Roshe Run Sneakerboot new color to be on sale 2013-12-09 00:01:40
Nike Roshe Run SneakerBoot is a short time to become a classic upgrade Roshe shoes suitable for winter wear products, toe shoes
made of sandwich nylon, nylon fabric shoes ankle collar both elasticity and tenacity providing thermal effects and also have good
ankle support. This time the network on an upcoming release of the new color offering in the future, black shoes with olive green
Swoosh and outsole, lined collar and blue sky was rendered. 
CLOT x adidas Originals Stan Smith Mito Appreciation 2014-02-24 21:06:22
Stan Smith classic back and set off a boom joint care, as the most influential fashion brands, adidas Originals naturally will not miss
the opportunity to renew old CLOT cooperation. Recently, this new CLOT x adidas Originals Stan Smith is also the first sale
overseas, you may wish to adopt this set of the latest real shot to appreciate this joint masterpiece. It is reported that the shoes also
will be on the domestic sale in the near future, stay tuned!
Buttero 2012 new winter desert boots 2013-12-08 22:44:12 now quite popular Desert Boot desert boots, comfortable casual
appearance get a lot of men of all ages, the major brands have launched their own desert footwear models. Today brand to introduce
an advanced footwear brand Buttero from Italy. Buttero has been known for quality workmanship and delicate since its inception in
1974, to fashion design, the favorite trend of people. This time Buttero introduced three new color of desert boots, boots in suede
with plush lining ramp, highly textured and warm and good, high-quality selection of winter to go out.
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SOPHNET. x visvim FABRO VD shoes Appreciation 2013-12-08 23:22:12
Earlier this year, as we previewed by the clear text of the main reasons Yonghao fashion brands SOPHNET and visvim together to
create a 2013 Spring . FABRO VD. This time, this FABRO VD officially released the complete series, which includes three different
colors, namely black, navy and brown. Shoes leather shoes are used to create a high-level, upper texture is quite good, as witness
cooperation in good faith. 
this color particularly attractive new color Nike Free Trail Posted 2013-12-08 22:41:08 Nike's Free Trail shoes over the years has
maintained a certain popularity in many running friends, which affixed to the foot inside the rope design and combination of multi-
layered breathable mesh makes this shoe foot feels outstanding. Came to the autumn and winter season, Nike prepared for us a pair
of unique color of Nike Free Trail shoes, shoes with suede navy blue with orange, purple as embellishment, adding to a sense of full-
color outdoor shoe department band, and the recently launched Nike UNDERCOVER x Nike GYAKUSOU series coincides with a
little taste.
Nike Lebron after "Saw" Personal appreciation 2013-12-08 22:44:53 customized version of the big Mache custom creation for Nike
Lebron 10 continues, then released two new series of 10 custom work, but also for the Mache We brought the third paragraph Lebron
10 custom work. The work is inspired Nike Air Lebron 2 Saw series during its Force 1 color, red and yellow respectively upper
interval style building, level clear, strong visual impact. Let us continue to expect the next customized Mache it works.
Nike Dunk SB new color is now on sale 2015-07-03 15:56:33
In fact, I think carefully classic Nike Dunk SB's rarely flamboyant appearance, are simple and basic colors presented again today
exposed a new color, designers use to render the whole black and aqua blue, and finally water blue outsole presents, understated
and yet dynamic atmosphere show, it is learned that the shoes has landed designated shops for sale, item number 304292-048, a
friend might like to look at it. 
Air Jordan 4 "Columbia" will be available for sale in the form of full-size 2015-01-07 11:01:11
As Jordan Brand this year, pushing the Remastered series, the brand will have its warm-up from last year as head of the series
starting gun Air Jordan 4 "Columbia" today quietly released its "family", overwhelmed by brand Full size will be available in the form
of the shoes, which have been married for purposes sneaker is definitely a blessing. Look at the first "guinea pig" sneaker whether to
buy the brand, it is also working to improve the test, I believe Jordan Brand will certainly not let you down. Shoes will be officially on
sale January 10, number 314254-107, interested friends will be sure not to miss it. 
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